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1 Introduction

Distributional preferences shape individual opinions on a range of issues related to

the redistribution of income — examples include social security, unemployment bene-

fits, and government-sponsored healthcare. These issues are complex and contentious

in part because people promote their competing private interests, but they also of-

ten disagree about what constitutes a just or equitable outcome, either in general or

in particular situations. We therefore cannot understand public opinion on a num-

ber of important policy issues without understanding the individual distributional

preferences of the general population.

Distributional preferences may naturally be divided into two qualitatively dif-

ferent components: the weight on own income versus the incomes of others (fair-

mindedness), and the weight on reducing differences in incomes (equality) versus

increasing total income (efficiency). Political debates often center on the redistri-

bution of income, and fair-minded people may disagree about the extent to which

efficiency should be sacrificed to combat inequality.1 Voters may be motivated by

both their own self-interest and their views on what constitutes an equitable dis-

tribution, and it may be difficult to tease apart these two competing motivations.

For example, in the United States, we typically associate the Democratic Party with

the promotion of policies which reduce inequality, and the Republican Party with

the promotion of efficiency. However, whether Democratic voters are more willing

1In a classic series of writings, John Rawls and John Harsanyi argue that a “fair-minded”
person must make distributive decisions that satisfy “the impartiality and impersonality
requirements to the fullest possible degree” (Harsanyi 1978, p. 227) — in other words,
the fair-minded should place equal weight on themselves and others. Harsanyi (1955) and
Rawls (1971) nonetheless came to quite different conclusions about the equality-efficiency
tradeoffs that fair-minded people should make in their distributional preferences. In fact,
their familiar philosophical theories of distributive justice – utilitarianism and Rawlsianism
– instill competing conceptions. Stated simply, Harsanyi argued that distributional pref-
erences should maximize efficiency (increasing total payoffs), whereas Rawls argued that
they should minimize inequity (reducing differences in payoffs).
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to sacrifice efficiency — and even their own income — to reduce inequality is an

open question; alternatively, Democrats may be those who expect to benefit from

government redistribution, as the median voter theorem would suggest, or those who

agree with other elements of the party’s platform. This highlights the importance

of correctly distinguishing fair-mindedness from preferences over equality-efficiency

tradeoffs and accurately measuring both in a large and diverse sample of American

voters — in order to assess the extent to which distributional preferences explain

political choices.

To this end, we conduct an incentivized experiment that is designed to mea-

sure fair-mindedness and equality-efficiency tradeoffs, using the American Life Panel

(ALP), a longitudinal survey administered online by the RAND Corporation. The

ALP sample consists of more than 5,000 individuals aged 18 and over recruited from

several sources, including representative samples of the U.S. population. The ALP

makes it possible to conduct sophisticated experiments via the internet, and to com-

bine data from these experiments with detailed individual demographic and economic

information. We invited a random sample of ALP respondents to participate in an

incentivized online experiment involving real financial tradeoffs between oneself and

another American; this allows us to examine the linkage between experimentally-

elicited distributional preferences and the political decisions of Americans.

In our experiment, we study a modified two-person dictator game in which the

set of monetary payoffs is given by the budget line psπs + poπo = 1, where πs and πo

correspond to the payoffs of self (the subject) and an unknown other (an anonymous

ALP respondent not sampled for the experiment), and p = po/ps is the relative price

of redistribution.2 This design allows us to decompose distributional preferences into

2The modified dictator game was first used by Andreoni and Miller (2002) and further
developed by Fisman, Kariv and Markovits (2007), who introduced a graphical interface
that makes it possible to present each subject with many choices in the course of a single
experimental session. Using this graphical interface allows us to analyze behavior at the
level of the individual subject, without the need to pool data or assume that subjects are
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fair-mindedness and equality-efficiency tradeoffs: increasing the fraction of the bud-

get spent on other, poπo, as p increases indicates distributional preferences weighted

towards equality (reducing differences in payoffs), whereas decreasing poπo when the

relative price of redistribution increases indicates distributional preferences weighted

towards efficiency (increasing total payoffs).

We begin our analysis of the experimental data by using revealed preference the-

ory to determine whether observed choices are consistent with utility maximization.

Because our subjects faced a wide range of intersecting budget lines, our data provide

a stringent test of utility maximization. Although individual behaviors are complex

and heterogeneous, we find that most subjects come close to satisfying the utility

maximization model according to a number of standard measures. We therefore

conclude that, at least in a controlled experimental setting where the tradeoffs are

sufficiently transparent, most Americans are capable of making coherent and pur-

poseful redistributive choices in the sense that these choices achieve a well-defined

objective.

The consistency of individual decisions naturally leads us to ask what kind of dis-

tributional preferences are consistent with the observed choices. Our sample exhibits

considerable heterogeneity in preferences, but relatively few subjects made choices

that correspond to prototypical distributional preferences. Of our 1,002 subjects,

85 (8.5 percent) made choices consistent with Rawlsian distributional preferences,

equalizing the payoffs to self and other regardless of the relative price of redistri-

bution. Only two subjects displayed utilitarian preferences, maximizing the sum of

the payoffs to self and other irrespective of the ex post inequality that would entail.

Finally, only 81 subjects (8.1 percent) behaved selfishly, allocating themselves more

than 95 percent of the total payoff, on average. These are, of course, special cases

where the regularities in the data are very clear. To explain the distinct types of

homogenous.
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individual behavior revealed by the full data set, we must impose further structure

on the data.

To this end, we estimate individual-level utility functions of the constant elasticity

of substitution (CES) form commonly employed in demand analysis. In the context

of redistribution, the CES has the form

us(πs, πo) = [απρs + (1− α)πρo ]
1/ρ

where α represents the degree of fair-mindedness (the relative weight on self versus

other) and ρ characterizes equality-efficiency tradeoffs (the curvature of the altruistic

indifference curves). Any 0 < ρ ≤ 1 indicates distributional preference weighted

towards increasing total payoffs, whereas any ρ < 0 indicates distributional preference

weighted towards reducing differences in payoffs. Our analysis generates individual-

level estimates of α̂n and ρ̂n, allowing us to classify each subject’s degree of fair-

mindedness and equality-efficiency tradeoffs.

The estimation results for the CES specification reinforce the conclusion that

distributional preferences vary widely across subjects. Table 1 provides a population-

level summary of the parameter estimates. We classify subjects as either fair-minded,

intermediate, or selfish, and as either equality-focused or efficiency-focused. 307

subjects (30.6 percent) are fair-minded, placing equal weight on the payoffs to self

and other ; while 161 subjects (16.0 percent) are selfish. Thus, fair-minded subjects

outnumber selfish ones by about 2 to 1. 585 subjects (58.4 percent) are equality-

focused, spending more on tokens for other when the relative price of redistribution

is higher. In addition, we observe a greater degree of efficiency-focus among fair-

minded subjects than among subjects who are more selfish.

Table 1 about here.

Exploiting the detailed demographic and economic data available on ALP sub-
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jects, we then examine the correlates of the estimated CES parameters, α̂n and ρ̂n.

Less educated subjects, as well as African Americans, are notably more fair-minded

than the rest of the sample. Younger and lower income subjects and African Ameri-

cans display greater efficiency focus, while women show greater equality focus. While

observable attributes have predictive power in the data, we find that marked hetero-

geneity in distributional preferences remains within each demographic and economic

group: observable attributes explain only about five percent of the variation in CES

parameters.

Finally, and most importantly, after controlling for demographic characteristics

and state of residence fixed effects, we find that our measure of efficiency focus, ρ̂n,

is negatively related to the probability of having voted for Barack Obama in 2012,

and also negatively related to the probability of reporting an affiliation with the

Democratic Party. These results indicate that American voters are motivated by

their distributional preferences governing equality-efficiency tradeoffs. By contrast,

we do not find a significant relationship between our experimental measure of fair-

mindedness, α̂n, and either voting behavior or party affiliation; nor do we find that

less fair-minded individuals from low (resp. high) income households are more likely

to affiliate with the Democrats (resp. Republicans).3 These findings may be useful

in explaining, in particular, the muted response to increased inequality in America.

In the canonical median voter model of Meltzer and Richard (1981), an increasing

skewness to the income distribution should increase the median voter’s desire for

equality-inducing redistribution. Yet if, as we find here, low-income voters have a

stronger efficiency orientation, it may serve to counterbalance the increased demand

for redistribution that the median voter theorem predicts would result from greater

3Because our measure of household income provides only a rough indicator of the likely
beneficiaries of government redistribution, we do not view our results as evidence that
self-interest plays no role in political decisions.
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inequality.4

Overall, our findings contribute to the discussion around tax policy and other

forms of government redistribution. In a standard model of taxation (Mirrlees 1971),

moral hazard is the primary reason for incomplete redistribution, but standard esti-

mates of labor-supply elasticity appear to predict much higher top income tax rates

than are observed in modern developed economies (Diamond and Saez 2011). This

has led scholars to propose a number of further explanations for the limited demand

for inequality-reducing redistribution.5 In this paper, we provide a further, heretofore

unexplored possibility: that Americans — in particular lower-income ones — have

distributional preferences that emphasize efficiency over equality.

The fact that we find that our distributional preferences predict political deci-

sions further strengthens the link between our findings and tax policy outcomes. As

Saez and Stantcheva (2013) emphasize, optimal tax policy will depend on the distri-

butional preferences of voters and taxpayers, and our work provides a first step in

characterizing these preferences. Our design is particularly well-suited to this task, as

subjects make tradeoffs between their own payoff and the payoff an individual drawn

from the general population of the U.S. (another ALP respondent). This stands in

contrast to many experiments, where subjects are generally matched with someone

from their own community. Further, our experimentally generated measure of distri-

butional preferences is not confounded by subjects’ attitudes toward government in

general, as is the case for survey-based measures of distributional preferences based

on attitudes toward government redistribution (Saez and Stantcheva 2013).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes the

4This would involve augmenting voters’ political preferences to include the income dis-
tribution itself, in such a way that efficiency orientation is negatively correlated with own
income.

5See, for example, Benabou and Ok (2001) for the role of upward mobility; Lee and
Roemer (2006) for the effects of “policy-bundling” redistribution with other, cross-cutting
issues, and Norton and Ariely (2011) for the role of misinformation on the actual income
distribution.
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closely related literature. Section 3 describes the subject pool and the experimen-

tal design and procedures. Section 4 summarizes some important features of the

individual-level data, and Section 5 describes the linkage between distributional pref-

erences and political decisions. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.

2 Related Literature

Experimental research has been very fruitful in documenting the existence of (non-

selfish) distributional preferences and directing theoretical attention toward such pref-

erences. We will not attempt to review the large and growing body of research on

the topic. Key contributions include Loewenstein, Thompson and Bazerman (1989),

Bolton (1991), Rabin (1993), Levine (1998), Fehr and Schmidt (1999), Bolton and

Ockenfels (1998, 2000), Charness and Rabin (2002, 2005), and Andreoni and Miller

(2002) among others. Camerer (2003) provides a comprehensive (if now somewhat

dated) discussion of experimental and theoretical work in economics focusing on

dictator, ultimatum, and trust games. The overarching lesson from hundreds of

experiments is that people often sacrifice their own payoffs in order to increase the

payoffs of (unknown) others, and they do so even in circumstances that do not engage

reciprocity motivations or strategic considerations.

Fisman et al. (2007) extend the modified dictator game first proposed by Andreoni

and Miller (2002), introducing an experimental technique (a graphical computer in-

terface) that allows for the collection of richer individual-level data from dictator

game experiments than had previously been possible. This is particularly important

given that, as Andreoni and Miller (2002) emphasize, individual preferences are het-

erogeneous, so behavior must be examined at the individual level for distributional

preferences to be properly understood. Fisman, Jakiela, Kariv and Markovits (2015b)

demonstrate the predictive validity of the preference parameters elicited using Fisman

et al.’s (2007) graphical dictator game interface by showing that our experimental
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measure of equality-efficiency tradeoffs predicts the subsequent career choices of Yale

Law School students — more efficiency-focused students are more likely choose ca-

reers in corporate law, while more equality-focused students are more likely to work

in the non-profit sector.6

This paper is most closely related to other distributional preference experiments

that have used subjects drawn from broad cross-sections of the adult population

(as opposed to university students). Bellemare, Kröger and van Soest (2008) study

distributional preferences in a large and heterogeneous sample of Dutch adults. In

their experiment, survey respondents from the CentERpanel participate in ultimatum

games. Like the ALP, the CentERpanel implements sophisticated experiments and

collects extensive demographic and economic information from its members. Data

characterizing subjects’ decisions within the experiment, their beliefs about the like-

lihood that specific ultimatum game offers would be accepted, and their individual

characteristics are used to estimate a structural model of inequality aversion (Fehr

and Schmidt 1999) in the Dutch population. By comparison, we restrict attention

to dictator games, which allows us to focus on behavior motivated by purely dis-

tributional preferences and thus ignore the complications of strategic behavior and

reciprocity motivations inherent in response games.7

Our overall findings resonate with those of Bellemare et al. (2008) — who also

find considerable heterogeneity in preferences, much of which is not correlated with

6In related work, Fisman, Jakiela and Kariv (2015a) use the same experimental method-
ology to estimate the impact of the Great Recession on distributional preferences.

7While Bellemare et al. (2008) also conduct dictator games, they only use decisions in
those games to assess the predictive power of the structural parameter estimates derived
from ultimatum game decisions. Bellemare, Kröger and van Soest (2011) combine the
data from Bellemare et al. (2008) with data on responders in a (random) ultimatum game
in order to separate distributive concerns from the intentions subjects attribute to the
actions of others. In another experimental paper on distributional preferences with the
CentERpanel, Bellemare and Kröger (2007) use an investment game that builds on Berg,
Dickhaut and McCabe (1995) to study the correlations between distributional preferences
and demographic and socioeconomic characteristics.
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observable characteristics — but there are several key differences between the two

studies, beyond the fact that we draw our samples from different societies. First, our

experiment allows us to explicitly test whether individual choices can be rationalized

by a utility function defined over payoffs to self and other. To our knowledge, no such

tests of the rationality of individual distributional preferences have been conducted

in the general population. Second, our experimental design allows us to separately

identify fair-mindedness and equality-efficiency tradeoffs, and to estimate individual

utility functions at the subject level. Their study makes more restrictive assumptions

about the functional form of the utility function and the distribution of unobservable

heterogeneity within the population. Finally, Bellemare et al. (2008) explore the

relationship between beliefs (specifically, optimism about others’ fair-mindedness)

and distributional preferences, while we focus on the relationship between equality-

efficiency tradeoffs measured in the laboratory and political decisions in the real

world. Our findings may thus be used to enrich models of voting and/or political

competition, and additionally add to our understanding of policy formation in the

U.S.

Like Bellemare et al. (2008, 2011), our work also contributes to the rapidly ex-

panding literature characterizing the distributional preferences of the general (non-

student) population. Much of this work focuses on cross-country differences in distri-

butional preferences; seminal contributions include Roth, Prasnikar, Okuno-Fujiwara

and Zamir (1991), Henrich, McElreath, Barr, Ensminger, Barrett, Bolyanatz, Carde-

nas, Gurven, Gwako, Henrich, Lesorogol, Marlowe, Tracer and Ziker (2006), and Hen-

rich, Ensminger, McElreath, Barr, Barrett, Bolyanatz, Cardenas, Gurven, Gwako,

Henrich, Lesorogol, Marlowe, Tracer and Ziker (2010). Our work is most closely

related to papers such as Hermann, Thöni and Gächter (2008) that explore the con-

nections between the distributional preferences of a population and political economic

outcomes within that country.
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3 Experimental Design

3.1 Subject Pool

We embed an incentivized experiment in the American Life Panel (ALP), an internet

survey administered by the RAND Corporation to more than 5,000 adult Americans.

ALP respondents have been recruited in several different ways, including from rep-

resentative samples of the U.S. population.8 To recruit subjects for our experiment,

ALP administrators sent email invitations to a random sample of ALP respondents.

1,172 ALP respondents received the email and logged in to the experiment.9 Of those,

1,043 (89.9 percent) progressed to the incentivized decision problems and 1,002 re-

spondents (85.5 percent) completed the entire experiment; these subjects constitute

our subject pool.

Table 2 compares the ALP sample to the American Community Survey (ACS)

conducted by the U.S. Census and representative of the U.S. population in 2012.

We present the data for participants (those who completed the experiment); partici-

pants plus dropouts (those who logged in but then quit the experiment); participants,

dropouts, and non-participants (those who were invited to participate in the exper-

iment but never logged in); and the entire ALP sample. Like the U.S. population,

the ALP sample includes an enormous amount of demographic, socioeconomic, and

8The initial participants were selected from the Monthly Survey Sample of the Uni-
versity of Michigan’s Survey Research Center. Additional respondents have been added
through random digit dialling, targeted recruitment of a vulnerable population sample of
low-income individuals, and snowball sampling of existing panel members. See the ALP
website (https://mmicdata.rand.org/alp/) for information on panel composition, demo-
graphics, attrition and response rates, sampling weights, and a comparison with other data
sources.

9Those ALP respondents for whom complete demographic information was unavailable
were not eligible to participate. ALP administrators sent email invitations to a random
sample of 1,700 respondents (out of approximately 4,000) for whom a valid email address
and complete demographic information was available. We are unable to distinguish subjects
who read the invitation email and chose not to participate from those who never received the
invitation (for example, because they do not regularly access the email account registered
with the ALP).
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geographic diversity; the subsample of 1,002 ALP respondents that constitute our

subject pool is remarkably consistent with the entire ALP sample.10

Table 2 about here.

Subjects in our experiment are from 47 U.S. states, and range in age from 19

to 91. 58 percent are female. 9 percent of our subjects did not finish high school,

while 31 percent hold college degrees. 56 percent of subjects are currently employed;

the remainder include retirees (17 percent), the unemployed (11 percent), the dis-

abled (8 percent), homemakers (6 percent), and others who are on medical leave or

otherwise temporarily absent from the workforce. 68 percent identify themselves as

non-Hispanic whites, 18 percent as Hispanic or Latino, and 11 percent as African

American. 18 percent live in the Northeast (census region I), 20 percent in the Mid-

west (census region II), 35 percent in the South (census region III), and 267 percent in

the West (census region IV). Our subject pool therefore contains under-represented

groups in terms of age, educational attainment, household income, occupational sta-

tus, and place of residence.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

To provide a positive account of individual distributional preferences, one needs a

choice environment that is rich enough to allow a general characterization of patterns

of behavior; Fisman et al. (2007) developed a computer interface for exactly this

purpose. The interface presents a standard consumer decision problem as a graphical

representation of a budget line and allows the subject to make choices through a

simple point-and-click design.11

10In the Online Appendix, we examine the individual characteristics associated with com-
pleting the experiment. Those who complete the experiment look similar to the overall ALP
subject pool and the subset of ALP respondents invited to participate in the experiment.

11The experimental method is applicable to many types of individual choice problems.
See Choi, Fisman, Gale and Kariv (2007) and Ahn, Choi, Gale and Kariv (2014), for
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In this paper, we study a modified dictator game in which a subject divides an

endowment between self and an anonymous other, an individual chosen at random

from among the ALP respondents not sampled for the experiment. The subjects

is free to allocate a unit endowment in any way she wishes subject to the budget

constraint, psπs + poπo = 1, where πs and πo denote the payoffs to self and other,

respectively, and p = po/ps is the relative price of redistribution. This decision

problem is presented graphically on a computer screen, and the subject must choose

a payoff allocation, (πs, πo), from a budget line representing feasible payoffs to self

and other.12 Confronting subjects with a rich menu of such budget lines allows us

to identify both the tradeoff between both self and other (fair-mindedness) and the

tradeoff between equality and efficiency — because responses to price changes allow

us to separately identify these tradeoffs. A subject who increases the fraction of the

budget spent on other as the relative price of redistribution increases has preferences

weighted towards equality (i.e. minimizing differences in payoffs), while a subject

who decreases the fraction of the budget spent on other as the relative price of

redistribution increases has preferences weighted towards efficiency (maximizing the

aggregate payoff).13

The experiment consisted of 50 independent decision problems. For each decision

problem, the computer program selected a budget line at random from the set of lines

that intersect at least one of the axes at 50 or more experimental currency tokens,

but with no intercept exceeding 100 tokens. Subjects made their choices by using the

settings involving, respectively, risk and ambiguity. Choi, Kariv, Müller and Silverman
(2014) investigate the correlation between individual behavior under risk and demographic
and economic characteristics within the CentERpanel, a representative sample of more than
2,000 Dutch households; that project demonstrated the feasibility of using the graphical
experimental interface in web-based surveys.

12Full experimental instructions are included in the Online Appendix.
13In a standard dictator experiment (cf. Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin and Sefton 1994),

πs + πo = 1: the set of feasible payoff pairs is the line with a slope of −1, so the problem
is simply dividing a fixed total income between self and other, and there is no inherent
tradeoff between equality and efficiency.
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computer mouse or keyboard arrows to move the pointer to the desired allocation,

(πs, πo), and then clicked the mouse or hit the enter key to confirm their choice.

At the end of the experiment, payoffs were determined as follows. The experi-

mental program first randomly selected one of the 50 decision problems to carry out

for real payoffs. Each decision problem had an equal probability of being chosen.

Each subject then received the tokens that she allocated to self in that round, πs,

while the randomly-chosen ALP respondent with whom she was matched received the

tokens that she allocated to other, πo.
14 Payoffs were calculated in terms of tokens

and then translated into dollars at the end of the experiment. Each token was worth

50 cents. Subjects received their payments from the ALP reimbursement system via

direct deposit into a bank account.

4 Decomposing Distributional Preferences

One aspect of the rich data generated by the experiment is that they allow us to ana-

lyze behavior at the level of individual subjects, testing whether choices are consistent

with individual utility maximization and if so identifying the structural properties

of the underlying utility function, without the need to pool data or assume that

subjects are homogenous. If budget sets are linear (as in our experiment), classi-

14To describe preferences with precision at the individual level, it is necessary to generate
many observations per subject over a wide range of budget sets. Our subjects made decisions
over 50 budget sets, with one decision round selected at random from each subject to carry
out for payoffs. This random selection approach is a standard practice, although it is the
subject of ongoing controversy in the literature. If we paid for all rounds, subjects could
easily hedge against inequality. The random payoff method prevents such hedging and
reveals underlying distributional preferences only under stringent independence conditions.
However, hedging relies heavily on the fact that the individual knows the parameters of
future budget set. In our experiment, subjects faced a large menu of highly heterogeneous
budget sets, and were only informed about the price’s random generating process, making
it difficult to hedge. Finally, given the novelty of our experimental design, we wished to
keep as many aspects of the experiment consistent with prior studies as was possible. The
random selection approach is the method used by Andreoni and Miller (2002), among many
others.
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cal revealed preference theory (Afriat (1967); Varian (1982, 1983)) provides a direct

test: choices in a finite collection of budget sets are consistent with maximizing a well-

behaved utility function if and only if they satisfy the Generalized Axiom of Revealed

Preference (GARP). To account for the possibility of errors, we assess how nearly in-

dividual choice behavior complies with GARP by using Afriat’s (1972) Critical Cost

Efficiency Index (CCEI). We find that most subjects exhibit GARP violations that

are minor enough to ignore for the purposes of recovering distributional preferences

or constructing appropriate utility functions. To economize on space, the revealed

preference analysis is provided in an Online Appendix, where we also analyze the

experimental data using a reduced form approach that imposes no functional form

assumptions on distributional preferences. The estimations presented in the paper

based on the CES utility specification convey the same message as the estimates from

the reduced form framework.

4.1 The CES Utility Specification

Our subjects’ CCEI scores are sufficiently close to one to justify treating the data as

utility-generated, and Afriat’s theorem tells us that the underlying utility function,

us(πs, πo), that rationalizes the data can be chosen to be increasing, continuous and

concave. In the case of two goods, consistency and budget balancedness imply that

demand functions must be homogeneous of degree zero. If we also assume separability

and homotheticity, then the underlying utility function, us(πs, πo), must be a member

of the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) family commonly employed in demand

analysis:

us(πs, πo) = [α(πs)
ρ + (1− α)(πo)

ρ]1/ρ (1)
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where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and ρ ≤ 1.15 The CES specification is very flexible, spanning a

range of well-behaved utility functions by means of the parameters α and ρ. The

parameter α represents the weight on payoffs to self versus other (fair-mindedness),

while ρ parameterizes the curvature of the indifference curves (equality-efficiency

tradeoffs).

When α = 1/2, a subject is fair-minded in the sense that self and other are treated

symmetrically. Among fair-minded subjects, the family of CES utility functions

spans the spectrum from Rawlsianism to utilitarianism as ρ ranges from −∞ to 1.

In particular, as ρ approaches −∞, u(πs, πo) approaches min{πs, πo}, the maximin

utility function of a Rawlsian; as ρ approaches 1, u(πs, πo) approaches that of a

utilitarian, πs +πo. Hence, both the Rawlsian and the utilitarian utility functions, as

well as a whole class of intermediate fair-minded utility functions, are admitted by

the CES specification.16

15The proper development of revealed preference methods to test whether data are con-
sistent with a utility function with some special structure, particularly homotheticity and
separability, is beyond the scope of this paper. Varian (1982, 1983) provides combinatorial
conditions that are necessary and sufficient for extending Afriat’s (1967) Theorem to testing
for special structure of utility, but these conditions are not simple adjustments of the usual
tests, which are all computationally intensive for large datasets like our own.

16In Figure 1 we depict a budget line where ps > po (the relative price of redistribu-
tion is less than 1) and highlight the allocations consistent with prototypical fair-minded
distributional preferences. The point A, which lies on the diagonal, corresponds to the
equal allocation πs = πo. This allocation is consistent with Rawlsian or maximin distri-
butional preferences, which are characterized by right-angle indifference curves (and the
utility function us(πs, πo) = min{πs, πo}). Point B represents an allocation in which πs = 0
and πo = 1/po, consistent with the linear indifference curves characterizing utilitarian pref-
erences (with the utility function us(πs, πo) = πs + πo). The Rawlsian and utilitarian pref-
erences represent the two ends of the spectrum of equality-efficiency tradeoffs. The centroid
of a budget line, C, represents an allocation with equal budget shares spent on self and
other such that psπs = poπo. This allocation is consistent with Cobb-Douglas preferences
(characterized by the utility function us(πs, πo) = πsπo). In this case the equality-efficiency
tradeoffs are intermediate between Rawlsian and utilitarian preferences. More generally,
the concavity of us(πs, πo) measures aversion to inequality. Finally, note that because the
distributional preferences depicted in Figure 1 are fair-minded, each indifference curve is
symmetric with respect to the diagonal. Increasing the weight on self relative to other
shifts indifference curves upwards.
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Figure 1 about here.

More generally, different values of ρ give different degrees to which equality is

valued over efficiency. Any 0 < ρ ≤ 1 indicates distributional preference weighted to-

wards efficiency (increasing total payoffs) because the expenditure on the tokens given

to other, poπo, decreases when the relative price of giving p = po/ps increases, whereas

any ρ < 0 indicates distributional preference weighted toward equality (reducing dif-

ferences in payoffs) because poπo increases when p increases. As ρ approaches 0,

u(πs, πo) approaches the Cobb-Douglas utility function, παs π
1−α
o , so the expenditures

on tokens to self and other are constant for any price p — a share α is spent on

tokens for self and a share 1− α is spent on tokens for other.

The CES expenditure function is given by

psπs =
g

(ps/po)r + g

where r = ρ/ (ρ− 1) and g = [α/(1 − α)]1/(1−ρ). This generates the following

individual-level econometric specification for each subject n:

pis,nπ
i
s,n =

gn
(pis,n/p

i
o,n)rn + gn

+ εin

where i = 1, ..., 50 indexes the decision round and εin is assumed to be distributed

normally with mean zero and variance σ2
n. We normalize prices at each observation

and estimate demand in terms of expenditure shares, which are bounded between

zero and one, with an i.i.d. error term.17 We generate individual-level estimates ĝn

and r̂n using non-linear Tobit maximum likelihood, and use these estimates to infer

17For perfectly consistent subjects, there exists a (well-behaved) utility function that
choices maximize (as implied by Afriat’s Theorem) so the error term in our individual-level
regression analysis can only stem from misspecifications of the functional form. For less than
perfectly consistent subjects, the error term also captures the fact these subjects compute
incorrectly, execute intended choices incorrectly, or err in other ways. Disentangling these
sources of noise is beyond the scope of this paper.
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the values of the underlying CES parameters α̂n and ρ̂n.

4.2 Fair-mindedness

We classify a subject as fair-minded if α̂n is between 0.45 and 0.55. By this criterion,

307 subjects (30.6 percent) are fair-minded. In contrast, only 161 subjects (16.0

percent) are selfish (α̂n > 0.95). Thus, fair-minded subjects outnumber selfish ones

by approximately 2 to 1.18

Figure 2 explores the extent to which heterogeneity in estimated α̂n parameters

is explained by observable characteristics. We partition the subject pool into mu-

tually exclusive categories to examine variation by age, gender, education, and so

forth. The means for all categories are clustered between 0.6 and 0.71. The averages

suggest that fair-mindedness generally decreases with age, education, and household

income. In particular, subjects with less than a high school diploma are particularly

fair-minded; the unemployed and, to a lesser extent, the disabled appear more fair-

minded than employed subjects, retirees, and homemakers. Consistent with other

studies (cf. Croson and Gneezy 2009), we find that women are more fair-minded than

men, though the effect is quite small.19 We also find that non-Hispanic whites are

significantly less fair-minded than both African American and Hispanic subjects.

Figure 2 about here.

In Table 3, we explore the associations between fair-mindedness and individual

characteristics in a regression framework.20 We report the results of OLS regressions

of α̂n on our full set of individual characteristics; in Column 2, we also include state

18We obtain similar results using other thresholds to identify subjects’ types, or if we use
statistical tests to classify types.

19The mean α̂n is 0.67 among women and 0.69 among men (p-value 0.06). However,
women are 4.5 percentage points more likely to be fair-minded (p-value 0.124).

20We report OLS regression results, but findings are unchanged if we adopt a Tobit
specification to account for censoring of α̂n at 1. The results are nearly identical because
very few subjects have very high estimated α̂n parameters.
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of residence fixed effects. The indicators for being African American and having less

than a high school education are both negative and significant in both specifications,

indicating that these groups are, on the whole, more fair-minded than other Amer-

icans. We again find that much of the observed heterogeneity in fair-mindedness

occurs within rather than across groups: demographic and socioeconomic character-

istics explain only 4.1 percent of the variation in α̂n.21

Table 3 about here.

4.3 Equality-Efficiency Tradeoffs

The mean ρ̂n observed in our sample is −2.64, and the median is −0.184. 585

subjects (58.4 percent) have estimated ρ̂n parameters below 0, indicating a greater

focus on equality (minimizing differences in payoffs) than on efficiency (maximizing

total payoffs). In Figures 3 and 4, we disaggregate the estimated ρ̂n parameters

by demographic and socioeconomic categories (Figure 3 presents means and Figure

4 presents medians). Three main results stand out. First, the youngest subjects

are substantially more efficiency-focused than all of the three older quartiles. The

median ρ̂n among subjects in the youngest quartile is 0.025, while the median in older

quartiles is −0.276. Second, non-Hispanic whites are substantially less efficiency-

focused than minorities. The median ρ̂n is −0.321 among non-Hispanic whites in our

sample, while the medians for Hispanic and African American subjects are−0.037 and

0.092, respectively. Finally, subjects from low income households are more efficiency-

focused than wealthier individuals. This last finding may help to explain the fact that

the increase in income inequality observed in the United States in recent decades has

not led to increased political support for redistributive policies.

Figures 3 and 4 about here.

21Adding state fixed effects raises the amount of variation that is explained by observables
to 8.9 percent.
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In Table 4, we explore the associations between equality-efficiency tradeoffs and

individual characteristics in a regression framework. In Columns 1 and 3, we repli-

cate the OLS specifications from Table 3 with ρ̂n as the dependent variable. Since

estimates of ρ̂n are quite noisy for relatively selfish subjects, we also report (in the

even-numbered columns) specifications which omit the 45 subjects who allocate them-

selves an average of more than 99 percent of tokens. Given the skewed distribution

of the estimated ρ̂n parameters, we also report several alternative specifications: we

report median regressions in Columns 5 and 6, regressions in which the outcome vari-

able is the decile of the estimated ρ̂n distribution in Columns 7 and 8, and regressions

in which the dependent variable is an indicator for having ρ̂n ≥ 0 (which we term

ρhigh) in Columns 9 and 10.

Table 4 about here.

Several robust associations, already hinted at by the patterns in Figures 3 and 4,

stand out. First, the youngest quartile of subjects are significantly more efficiency-

focused than older individuals (in all specifications). The coefficient in Column 10 of

Table 4, for example, suggests that subjects in the youngest quartile are 8.1 percent-

age points more likely to be focused on efficiency in the sense of having ρ̂n of at least

0. Second, subjects with household incomes in the lowest income quartile are also

significantly more focused on efficiency than the rest of the sample. Third, women

are significantly more focused on equality than men (a finding consistent with the ev-

idence reported in Andreoni and Vesterlund (2001)). Finally, though the association

is not significant in all specifications, our results suggest that African American sub-

jects are more efficiency-focused than non-Hispanic whites (the omitted category).

Although this coefficient is significant in only 6 of the 10 specifications, the point

estimates are extremely large, suggesting, for example, that African Americans are

17.6 percentage points more likely to have a ρ̂n of at least 0. As with fair-mindedness,

we find that much of the observed variation in equality-efficiency preferences occurs
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within rather than between groups. Individual demographic and socioeconomic char-

acteristics explain 4.36 percent of the variation in ρ̂n in our sample. Thus, though

some groups appear more efficiency-focused than others, these between-group differ-

ences are modest relative to the tremendous variation in efficiency orientation within

the demographic and socioeconomic categories in our sample.

5 Distributional Preferences and Political Behavior

In our final piece of analysis, we test whether distributional preferences, as mea-

sured in our experiment, predict support for political candidates who favor redis-

tribution. Whether efficiency-focused distributional preferences are associated with

political support for government redistribution is an open question. A vast litera-

ture on the partisan preferences of Americans assumes that Democrats have stronger

preferences for inequality-reducing government policy than Republicans, a view that

is validated based on survey responses to the General Social Survey (Hayes 2011).

However, as Kuziemko, Norton, Saez and Stantcheva (2013) point out, this does not

necessarily imply that Democrats are more averse to inequality; they may instead

look more favorably on government intervention in general, and on redistributive

policies in particular. Indeed, when Kuziemko et al. (2013) remove government in-

volvement from questions regarding inequality, they find that much of the partisan

difference in distributional preferences disappears.

Our experiment provides an objective measure of the extent to which individuals

actually choose to sacrifice efficiency to reduce inequality (when matched with another

randomly-chosen American), an approach which contrasts markedly with research

designs based on non-incentivized survey questions. Further, our measure of equality

orientation is removed from any association between redistribution and government

intervention. To the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical evidence on whether

the equality-efficiency tradeoffs elicited through such incentivized lab experiments
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predict voting behavior.22

We explore the link between equality-efficiency tradeoffs and political behavior by

looking at voting decisions in the 2012 presidential election.23 Our main dependent

variable is an indicator for voting for Democrat Barack Obama, a relatively pro-

redistribution candidate, rather than Republican Mitt Romney.24 We focus on the

766 subjects who participated in ALP modules exploring participants’ choices in the

2012 election and who report voting for either Barack Obama or Mitt Romney.25 We

include a range of demographic controls to account for the fact that, for example,

African Americans overwhelmingly voted for Obama for reasons that are plausibly

distinct from their distributional preferences.26 We employ a linear probability model

with an indicator variable for having voted for Obama as the outcome.27 We report

results for all three measures of equality-efficiency tradeoffs used in the preceding

22Durante, Putterman and van der Weele (forthcoming) find that more politically liberal
university students support higher within-experiment tax rates. They present a cleverly
designed experiment that distinguishes between three motives for supporting income redis-
tribution — own-income maximization (of those in lower income brackets), risk aversion,
and distributional preferences. Subjects in these experiments are undergraduate students
at Brown University. Their conclusion is that own-payoff maximization is the dominant
motive for redistribution in the experiment, but distributional preferences also play a key
role in subjects’ decisions.

23Data on voting behavior in the 2008 election is not available for most of our subjects,
in part because the ALP sample is regularly refreshed with new respondents, and because
most studies recruit only a small fraction of ALP respondents (so the overlap between our
randomly-chosen subjects and those who participated in other studies is limited).

24As one indication of their views on redistribution, in September 2012, media outlets
reported the discovery of a recording of Barack Obama (from 1998) stating that he “actually
believe[d] in redistribution.” In response to the media coverage of the recording, Mitt
Romney indicated that he “disagree[d].”

25Unfortunately, no information is available on the voting behavior of the 48 subjects
who participated in the relevant ALP survey module but did not report casting a ballot
for a major party candidate, so we cannot classify the candidates that they supported as
being either for or against redistribution.

26Interestingly, without controls, the relationship between measured distributional pref-
erences and voting is insignificant in all regressions, reflecting the fact that groups such as
African Americans and low income individuals tend to support Democratic candidates, but
are also more efficiency-focused in our experiments.

27Probit results are nearly identical.
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section: the estimated ρ̂n parameter; ρ̂n deciles; and ρhigh, an indicator for being

efficiency-focused in the sense of having an estimated ρ̂n of at least 0.

In the first three columns of Table 5, we present specifications which include

only demographic controls, showing results for each of the three transformations of

ρ̂n. The most straightforward coefficient to interpret is that on ρhigh in Column 3,

which indicates that efficiency-focused subjects (with ρ̂n ≥ 0) are 4.5 percentage

points less likely to have voted for Obama than Romney. While the coefficients on

ρ̂n and its transformations are negative across the three columns, none is significant.

The relationship is potentially confounded by large differences across regions in both

equality-efficiency tradeoffs and voting patterns, however. For example, there is a

strong equality orientation in Southern states, which also tend to vote Republican.

In Columns 4 through 6 we repeat our analyses including state fixed-effects to absorb

differences across geography. The coefficients on ρ̂n and its variants are now significant

at either the 5 or 10 percent level (p-values range from 0.02 to 0.07). The most easily

interpreted coefficient, on ρhigh in Column 8, is -0.068. To provide a benchmark

for the magnitude of this effect, we include (in the Online Appendix) the full set of

regression coefficients from specifications with and without the inclusion of ρhigh as

a covariate. We observe, for example, that the impact of ρhigh is greater than the

effect of gender (0.054), and only marginally smaller than the impact of moving from

low to medium (0.098) or medium to high (0.092) income. It is also of note that the

coefficient on female declines somewhat with the inclusion of ρhigh, indicating that

some amount of the gender voting gap can be directly accounted for by distributional

preferences.

Table 5 about here.

In Panel B of Table 5, we omit nearly selfish subjects who allocate an average of

more than 99 percent of the tokens to self because estimates of ρ̂n are quite noisy for

these individuals. All of our point estimates are marginally higher and the standard
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errors unchanged, leading to marginally higher levels of statistical significance across

all specifications.

We further explore the relationship between equality-efficiency tradeoffs and po-

litical behavior by replicating our specifications using an indicator for alignment with

the Democratic Party as an outcome variable. These specifications include 528 sub-

jects who participated in ALP modules on politics and identified themselves as either

Republicans or Democrats.28 We report our results in Table 6. All estimated coef-

ficients on ρ̂n and its transformations are negative, suggesting that more efficiency-

focused subjects are less likely to be Democrats. Both the decile of ρ̂n and, ρhigh the

indicator for having ρ̂n > 0, are significant at least at the 90 percent level, with and

without state fixed effects (p-values range from 0.051 to 0.003). After controlling for

individual characteristics and geographic fixed effects, the estimated coefficient on

ρ̂high suggests that efficiency-focused subjects are 10.4 percentage points less likely to

be Democrats. We again provide the full set of regression coefficients in the Online

Appendix, both with and without ρhigh as a covariate. For the dependent variable of

Democrat, the impact of ρ̂n is greater than any covariate, apart from those related

to race or religious affiliation.

Table 6 about here.

Overall, our results strongly suggest that the political decisions of Americans are

motivated by their equality-efficiency preferences, and not just their own self-interest

or their views of government. However, this pattern only emerges after one accounts

for the fact that poorer Americans and minorities are, overall, substantially more

focused on efficiency than the rest of the population.

28Results are similar when we include the 217 additional subjects who participated in the
politics module and identified themselves as Independents. 55 subjects participated in the
module but indicated their party affiliation as “other,” so their parties cannot be classified
as more or less equality-focused than the Democrats.
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Finally, we also explore the relationship between fair-mindedness and political

preferences. Paralleling our analysis of the link between equality-efficiency tradeoffs

and political preferences, in the regression results reported in Table 7 the indepen-

dent variable is an indicator for voting for Barack Obama in the 2012 while in Table

8 the independent variable is affiliation with the Democratic Party. Across all spec-

ifications, we find no significant relationship between our experimental measure of

fair-mindedness, α̂n, and either voting behavior or party affiliation across all specifi-

cations. This insignificant effect could be masking the opposing effects of self-interest

on voting behavior for different sub-populations: a self-interested low-income individ-

ual should favor Democrats, while the opposite should be the case for a self-interested

high-income individual.29 Interestingly, we do not find support for this view in the

data: the correlation between fair-mindedness and political preferences does not dif-

fer significantly by subject income. This suggests that Americans may not vote for

redistributive policies purely out of (monetary) self-interest.

Table 7 about here.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we take a first step in characterizing, via experiments administered

through the ALP, the distributional preferences of the general population of the

United States. While we observe a great deal of heterogeneity in the selfishness

of subjects, we document a much higher rate of fair-mindedness than prior studies

that involved primarily university students. There is also considerable heterogene-

ity in subjects’ equality-efficiency tradeoffs. Some of the heterogeneity in subjects’

distributional preferences can be explained by observable attributes, at times in un-

29An extensive literature explores the extent to which voters support policies that are in
their own perceived short-run and long-run economic interests. See, Alesina and La Ferrara
(2005) and the references cited therein.
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expected ways. Wealthier subjects, for example, are relatively less fair-minded; while

low income subjects and African Americans are more focused on efficiency. But

overall the data indicate a high degree of heterogeneity within each demographic

or economic category. Most notably, we observe a strong relationship between our

experimental measure of efficiency-equality tradeoffs and political decisions, thereby

providing a link from underlying distributional preferences to voter preferences over

policy outcomes.

These results are important for the formulation of a range of social and redis-

tributive policies, and for understanding support for such policies. Distributional

preferences are important inputs into any measure of social welfare — for exam-

ple, optimal taxation hinges on an understanding of the distributional preferences of

the population. Recent work in public finance (cf. Saez and Stantcheva 2013) also

highlights the potential role of distributional preferences in explaining support for ob-

served tax policies, which are not considered optimal from a theoretical perspective

given standard assumptions about individual utilities.

Thus, our findings may be useful in providing a positive explanation of public

opinion on policy issues related to redistribution. Most standard models of self-

interested political preferences predict that the increase in income inequality observed

in the United States over the last few decades should have led to greater support for

government redistribution. However, no such shift has been observed in survey data

(Kuziemko et al. 2013). Our findings partially explain this: voters are motivated by

their distributional preferences, so they may not vote for redistributive policies which

would make them better off individually.30

30Redistributive decisions depend on recipient attributes, and in particular ought to be
a function of recipient income. In other work-in-progress, we study how distributional
preferences vary based on the income of other, and with the degree of inequality between
self and other. Introducing information about actual incomes into our experimental setup is
perhaps the most important step toward understanding the distributional preferences most
relevant to policy preferences and voting behavior, simply because views about how much
income ought to be redistributed depend crucially on the initial incomes of the potential
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Moreover, our results show that lower income Americans are more focused on

efficiency than other groups; while, in related work, Kuziemko (in progress) and Fis-

man et al. (2015a) present suggestive evidence indicating that there may, in fact,

be a causal relationship between negative income shocks and efficiency focus. Taken

together, these results may help to explain why the increase in inequality observed

in the United States has not led to any shift in party platforms toward greater redis-

tribution in recent years.

recipients of redistribution.
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Table 1: Classifying Subjects’ Distributional Preference

Fair-Minded Intermediate Selfish All Subjects
Equality-Focused 12.2 35.7 10.5 58.4
Efficiency-Focused 18.5 17.6 5.6 41.6
All Subjects 30.6 53.3 16.1 100.0

The numbers indicate the percentage of subjects in each cell. We classify a subject
as fair-minded if 0.45 < α̂n < 0.55; a subject is classified as selfish if α̂n > 0.95. We
classify a subject as equality-focused (resp. efficiency-focused) if ρ̂n < 0 (resp. ρ̂n >
0). We obtain similar results using statistical tests to classify subjects’ types.
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Table 2: Comparing ALP Experimental Subjects with the US Population

Completed Started Invited to
Experiment Experiment Experiment Entire ALP US Adults

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Female 0.58 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.51

Age 49.37 49.71 48.41 49.05 46.68

18 to 44 years old 0.38 0.37 0.42 0.41 0.48

At least 65 years old 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.18

Caucasian (including Hispanics) 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.76

African American 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Native American 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Asian or Pacific Islander 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05

Hispanic or Latino 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.15

High school diploma 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.88

College degree 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.36 0.27

Currently employed 0.56 0.54 0.58 0.58 0.59

Currently unemployed 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.06

Out of labor force 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.32 0.35

Lives in northeast (census region I) 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.18

Lives in midwest (census region II) 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.21

Lives in south (census region III) 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.37

Lives in west (census region IV) 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.23

Column 1 includes data on all ALP respondents who completed the experiment. Column 2 includes data on all
ALP respondents who completed the experiment plus those who logged in to the experiment but did not complete
it. Column 3 includes data on all ALP respondents who completed the experiment, those ALP respondents who
logged in to the experiment but did not complete it, and those ALP respondents who were invited to participate
in the experiment but never logged in to the website. Column 4 includes data on all ALP respondents. Column 5
includes data from the American Community Survey administered by the Census Bureau. The ACS interviewed
more than 2.4 million respondents in 2012. Averages are weighted to reflect the adult population of the United
States.
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Table 3: OLS Regressions of Estimated α̂n Parameters on Subject Characteristics

Dependent Variable: Estimated α̂n
(1) (2)

Female -0.015 -0.021
(0.014) (0.014)

Youngest quartile (age 37 or less) -0.003 -0.004
(0.016) (0.017)

Oldest quartile (over 60) 0.026 0.025
(0.018) (0.018)

Did not complete high school -0.046∗∗ -0.039∗∗

(0.019) (0.02)
Completed college 0.009 0.007

(0.016) (0.016)
African American -0.063∗∗∗ -0.066∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.02)
Hispanic/Latino -0.018 -0.017

(0.017) (0.019)
Lowest income quartile -0.0004 -0.002

(0.017) (0.017)
Highest income quartile -0.002 -0.002

(0.018) (0.018)
Employed 0.003 0.005

(0.017) (0.017)
Unemployed -0.026 -0.03

(0.023) (0.023)
Married 0.002 -0.004

(0.019) (0.019)
Widowed, separated, or divorced -0.016 -0.011

(0.021) (0.022)
Catholic -0.029 -0.038∗

(0.018) (0.019)
Protestant 0.006 -0.003

(0.018) (0.019)
No religious preference -0.018 -0.016

(0.018) (0.018)
Constant 0.704∗∗∗ 0.714∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.03)
State of Residence FEs No Yes
Observations 1002 1002
R2 0.041 0.089

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions
include controls for respondents who are missing data on
race (2), household income (5), or religious affiliation (8).
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Table 4: OLS Regressions of Estimated ρ̂n Parameters on Subject Characteristics

Dependent Variable: Estimated ρ̂n Estimated ρ̂n Estimated ρ̂n Decile of ρ̂n ρhigh
Specification: OLS Regression OLS Regression Median Regression OLS Regression OLS Regression

Subjects included: All Non-Selfish All Non-Selfish All Non-Selfish All Non-Selfish All Non-Selfish
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Female -0.94∗∗ -0.876∗∗ -1.062∗∗∗ -0.996∗∗ -0.137∗∗ -0.117∗ -0.497∗∗∗ -0.381∗∗ -0.066∗∗ -0.048
(0.396) (0.415) (0.402) (0.428) (0.06) (0.063) (0.191) (0.191) (0.032) (0.033)

Youngest quartile (age 37 or less) 1.418∗∗∗ 1.387∗∗∗ 1.457∗∗∗ 1.458∗∗∗ 0.163∗∗ 0.149∗ 0.675∗∗∗ 0.594∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗ 0.081∗∗

(0.414) (0.428) (0.43) (0.449) (0.074) (0.078) (0.226) (0.224) (0.04) (0.041)
Oldest quartile (over 60) 0.017 0.087 -0.096 -0.022 -0.095 -0.085 -0.237 -0.199 -0.06 -0.055

(0.599) (0.621) (0.603) (0.629) (0.081) (0.085) (0.262) (0.261) (0.044) (0.044)
Did not complete high school 0.057 0.119 0.417 0.488 0.123 0.133 0.38 0.498 0.101∗ 0.118∗∗

(0.673) (0.678) (0.684) (0.693) (0.107) (0.11) (0.326) (0.326) (0.058) (0.059)
Completed college -0.096 -0.119 -0.375 -0.364 0.144∗∗ 0.147∗∗ 0.295 0.278 0.046 0.047

(0.469) (0.49) (0.485) (0.508) (0.07) (0.074) (0.22) (0.218) (0.037) (0.038)
African American 0.747 0.898 0.412 0.574 0.313∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗ 0.657∗∗ 0.827∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.176∗∗∗

(0.672) (0.683) (0.722) (0.732) (0.1) (0.103) (0.32) (0.321) (0.055) (0.056)
Hispanic/Latino 0.111 0.204 0.171 0.315 0.042 0.062 -0.086 -0.01 0.019 0.031

(0.551) (0.566) (0.624) (0.648) (0.084) (0.088) (0.266) (0.263) (0.046) (0.046)
Lowest income quartile 1.137∗∗ 1.220∗∗ 1.041∗∗ 1.077∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗ 0.239∗∗∗ 0.484∗∗ 0.525∗∗ 0.078∗ 0.084∗∗

(0.512) (0.529) (0.525) (0.541) (0.077) (0.08) (0.238) (0.238) (0.042) (0.042)
Highest income quartile -0.622 -0.658 -0.722 -0.745 0.005 -0.039 -0.013 -0.003 0.031 0.036

(0.533) (0.564) (0.532) (0.562) (0.08) (0.085) (0.253) (0.253) (0.043) (0.044)
Employed 0.918∗ 0.93 0.651 0.626 0.128∗ 0.104 0.025 0.006 -0.009 -0.015

(0.543) (0.567) (0.53) (0.555) (0.074) (0.078) (0.244) (0.242) (0.04) (0.04)
Unemployed 0.372 0.375 0.003 -0.05 0.044 0.04 -0.015 -0.002 0.003 0.005

(0.725) (0.747) (0.731) (0.758) (0.109) (0.114) (0.332) (0.329) (0.058) (0.059)
Married -0.013 0.023 -0.006 0.027 0.011 0.006 -0.173 -0.112 -0.028 -0.021

(0.503) (0.527) (0.522) (0.549) (0.086) (0.091) (0.267) (0.262) (0.047) (0.048)
Widowed, separated, or divorced -0.644 -0.613 -0.33 -0.303 -0.111 -0.106 -0.335 -0.251 -0.039 -0.027

(0.626) (0.641) (0.658) (0.676) (0.099) (0.104) (0.311) (0.307) (0.055) (0.055)
Catholic 0.856 0.996∗ 0.603 0.738 0.107 0.153∗ 0.46∗ 0.655∗∗ 0.056 0.082∗

(0.58) (0.601) (0.583) (0.607) (0.084) (0.088) (0.274) (0.273) (0.046) (0.046)
Protestant 0.283 0.349 0.369 0.433 -0.126 -0.139 -0.166 -0.076 -0.012 -0.006

(0.576) (0.604) (0.595) (0.626) (0.082) (0.086) (0.259) (0.259) (0.044) (0.045)
No religious preference -0.132 -0.034 -0.217 -0.154 -0.135∗ -0.118 -0.119 -0.02 -0.012 -0.00009

(0.542) (0.565) (0.555) (0.58) (0.081) (0.085) (0.259) (0.258) (0.044) (0.045)
Constant -3.408∗∗∗ -3.749∗∗∗ -3.013∗∗∗ -3.334∗∗∗ -0.382∗∗∗ -0.409∗∗∗ 5.455∗∗∗ 5.045∗∗∗ 0.394∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗

(0.841) (0.889) (0.834) (0.889) (0.127) (0.135) (0.408) (0.4) (0.069) (0.07)
State of Residence FEs No No Yes Yes No No No No No No
Observations 1002 957 1002 957 1002 957 1002 957 1002 957
R2 0.044 0.044 0.107 0.108 . . 0.053 0.056 0.049 0.055

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include controls for respondents who are missing data on race (2), household
income (5), or religious affiliation (8). Non-Selfish subjects are those who allocated themselves no more than 99 percent of the tokens,
on average. ρhigh is an indicator for being efficiency-focused in the sense of having an estimated ρ̂n of at least 0.
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Table 5: OLS Regressions of Likelihood of Voting for Obama in 2012 (on ρ̂n)

— Without State FEs — — With State FEs —
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: All Subjects
ρ̂n -0.003 . . -0.005∗ . .

(0.003) (0.003)
Decile of ρ̂n . -0.009 . . -0.013∗∗ .

(0.006) (0.006)
ρhigh (i.e. ρ̂n ≥ 0) . . -0.045 . . -0.068∗∗

(0.033) (0.034)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 766 766 766 766 766 766

Panel B: Non-Selfish Subjects
ρ̂n -0.004 . . -0.006∗ . .

(0.003) (0.003)
Decile of ρ̂n . -0.012∗∗ . . -0.016∗∗ .

(0.006) (0.006)
ρhigh (i.e. ρ̂n ≥ 0) . . -0.057∗ . . -0.077∗∗

(0.034) (0.035)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 734 734 734 734 734 734

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include controls for respon-
dents who are missing data on race (2), household income (5), or religious affiliation
(8).
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Table 6: OLS Regressions of Likelihood of Being a Democrat (on ρ̂n)

— Without State FEs — — With State FEs —
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: All Subjects
ρ̂n -0.002 . . -0.005 . .

(0.003) (0.003)
Decile of ρ̂n . -0.014∗ . . -0.02∗∗∗ .

(0.007) (0.007)
ρhigh (i.e. ρ̂n ≥ 0) . . -0.075∗ . . -0.104∗∗

(0.04) (0.042)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 528 528 528 528 528 528

Panel B: Non-Selfish Subjects
ρ̂n -0.003 . . -0.005 . .

(0.003) (0.003)
Decile of ρ̂n . -0.016∗∗ . . -0.023∗∗∗ .

(0.007) (0.008)
ρhigh (i.e. ρ̂n ≥ 0) . . -0.087∗∗ . . -0.112∗∗

(0.041) (0.044)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 505 505 505 505 505 505

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include controls for respon-
dents who are missing data on race (2), household income (5), or religious affiliation
(8).
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Table 7: OLS Regressions of Likelihood of Voting for Obama in 2012 (on α̂n)

— Without State FEs — — With State FEs —
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Panel A: All Subjects
α̂n 0.048 . . . 0.062 . . .

(0.086) (0.086)
Decile of α̂n . 0.004 . . . 0.004 . .

(0.006) (0.006)
α̂high (i.e. above median α̂n) . . 0.012 0.016 . . 0.023 0.02

(0.04) (0.049) (0.04) (0.05)
α̂high× lowest income quartile . . . -0.146 . . . -0.058

(0.183) (0.178)
α̂high× highest income quartile . . . 0.076 . . . 0.077

(0.183) (0.189)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 766 766 766 766 766 766 766 766

Panel B: Non-Selfish Subjects
α̂n -0.008 . . . 0.032 . . .

(0.089) (0.09)
Decile of α̂n . -0.0002 . . . 0.002 . .

(0.006) (0.006)
α̂high (i.e. above median α̂n) . . -0.012 -0.0003 . . 0.011 0.012

(0.042) (0.051) (0.043) (0.052)
α̂high× lowest income quartile . . . -0.176 . . . -0.075

(0.188) (0.183)
α̂high× highest income quartile . . . 0.049 . . . 0.058

(0.193) (0.197)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include controls for respondents who are missing
data on race (2), household income (5), or religious affiliation (8).
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Table 8: OLS Regressions of Likelihood of Being a Democrat (on α̂n)

— Without State FEs — — With State FEs —
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Panel A: All Subjects
α̂n 0.027 . . . 0.044 . . .

(0.107) (0.11)
Decile of α̂n . 0.003 . . . 0.006 . .

(0.007) (0.008)
α̂high (i.e. above median α̂n) . . 0.002 0.006 . . 0.016 0.018

(0.049) (0.059) (0.051) (0.061)
α̂high× lowest income quartile . . . -0.168 . . . -0.076

(0.237) (0.247)
α̂high× highest income quartile . . . 0.085 . . . 0.035

(0.212) (0.218)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 528 528 528 528 528 528 528 528

Panel B: Non-Selfish Subjects
α̂n -0.03 . . . 0.002 . . .

(0.113) (0.115)
Decile of α̂n . -0.0001 . . . 0.003 . .

(0.008) (0.008)
α̂high (i.e. above median α̂n) . . -0.03 -0.02 . . -0.011 -0.01

(0.052) (0.062) (0.054) (0.064)
α̂high× lowest income quartile . . . -0.125 . . . -0.001

(0.245) (0.257)
α̂high× highest income quartile . . . 0.02 . . . -0.001

(0.225) (0.228)
Demographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State of Residence FEs No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 505 505 505 505 505 505 505 505

Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include controls for respondents who are missing
data on race (2), household income (5), or religious affiliation (8).
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Figure 1: Prototypical Fair-minded Distributional Preferences
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Figure 2: Estimated α̂n Parameters, by Sub-Group
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Figure 3: Estimated Mean ρ̂n Parameters, by Sub-Group
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Figure 4: Estimated Median ρ̂n Parameters, by Sub-Group
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